
RULES & FORMAT 

2020 MEMBER/MEMBER 

 

2 Man Match Play   Best Ball at 90% Handicap, playing off lowest handicap in foursome. Half shots will be 

awarded. 

Lift, Clean and Place in own Fairway. One club length from original position of ball, no closer to the hole. Balls 

in rough are NOT to be touched unless all players agree that ball is plugged or in casual water, in which case 

the ball is to be dropped (not placed) 

All USGA rules apply except where modified by local rules.  Any questions play 2 balls and refer to Pro for 

ruling.  One ball rule Not in effect 

Bunkers:  Ball may be placed within the bunker in an undisturbed or smoothed area not nearer the hole. 

Local Rule for Lost Ball or OB: Ball out of bounds or lost – a player may drop a ball anywhere between where 

the original ball was believed to come to rest (or went out-of-bounds) and just into the edge of the fairway, 

but no nearer the hole. 2 Stroke Penalty 

Holes 3, 5 Ball in Water:  Must either re-tee, or drop at front of tee.  Option to drop at Red tees in designated 

area 

Scoring System 

Result Better Team Good Team 

Even +1.0 +1.0 

1 Up +2.1 -1.1 

2 Up +2.2 -1.2 

3 Up +2.3 -1.3 

>= 4 Up +2.4 -1.4 

   

Skins are an individual event across 4 flights 

Gross skins only for each day of play (1st 18 holes on Saturday).   

Flight Wagering                                                                                                                           

In flight wagering is voluntary.  Amount will be determined by each individual flight. 

Rain Out Contingency Plan  If a rain out on Saturday we will go to 18 hole team best ball on Sunday.  Lowest 

Net team score will determine flight winners. 

Saturday: Three 9-hole matches 

1.  A match is rained out if less than 5 holes are completed by every team in flight. If 5 or more holes are 

completed by all teams, match results count through number of holes completed by all teams in flight. 

2. If only complete 2 matches on Saturday, continue with match play.  This means only 4 of 5 matches will 

be played and one match will not occur. 

3. If only complete 1 match on Saturday, tournament converts to 27 hole BB net (90%) medal play 

format. The 9 holes completed on Saturday will be added to the 18 holes BB net (90%) score recorded 

on Sunday. 



4. If Saturday is a complete washout, the tournament converts to 18 holes BB net (90%) on Sunday.   

Sunday: Two 9-hole matches 

5.  If all three match play matches were completed on Saturday and you can only complete one 9 hole 

match on Sunday, tournament will be concluded and results will be based upon the 4 nine hole 

matches completed. 

6. If Sunday is a complete washout, use Saturday results as final. 

7. Remember,  If Sunday is a washout we will still hold awards dinner at 2:00 pm 

Flight Tie Breakers 

1st - Head to Head results 

2nd - Common Opponents 

3rd - Saturday Total points 

Overall Winner 

Flight winners will compete in a shootout from the 18th fairway in an alternate shot format.  Initial shots will 

be taken from various distances depending on the handicap of the player taking the initial shot. 

In the event of ties after each round, remaining teams will continue alternating the player taking the initial 

shot 

Index Distance of Initial Shot 

<= 6.0 145 yds 

6.1 – 12.0 135 yds 

12.1 – 18.0 125 yds 

>=18.1 115 yds 

 

 Initial shot must be made from the designated distance markers– no moving back 

 The ball must NOT be teed 

 Tee shots will alternate in subsequent rounds 

 If after 3 rounds and no winner has been decided, remaining teams will be proceed to a greenside chip 

off 

 

HAVE FUN 


